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Abstract 

POM success is measured by supply chain effectiveness which is dependent on 

HRM for the integrity of the supply chain management structure. Interconnected 

management sourcing decisions determine product and service qualities, cost 

advantages, timeliness of delivery and overall, competitive advantage. This 

condition applies to every aspect of supply chains including manufacturing, retail, 

e-tail, healthcare, other service systems, and reverse supply chain systems. 

Global transport and communication expand supply chain geography. Multiplicity 

of locations, languages, and cultures must be managed. It is a great challenge to 

hire, train, and motivate competent people with diverse special skills. Locating 

and hiring people with good combinations of specific-to-industry/country/culture 

detailed knowledge as well as generic managerial supply chain skills is required 

of human resource managers. HR trains and retains people with valuable skills 

while responding to supply chain dynamics that require additional skill sets. One 

of the most challenging issues is managing culturally-diverse teams.  
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HRM and POM Partnership to Manage Better Global Supply Chains  

 

A Strong Link Connects HRM and POM   

Supply chains are literally driven by actual demands for goods and services, and 

the anticipation of future demands, along the same paths that are called the supply 

chain. There is good reason to consider studying these demand chains. What do 

customers want from one end of the chain to the other?  

 

An important quality of most product lines is the service that is provided as part 

of the product line. The service system that influences demands is usually highly 

correlated with personnel. Since HRM hires and trains personnel, it is apparent 

that the HRM function is an important determinant of demand. It is, therefore, an 

important determinant of the operations of the supply chain.  

 

POM is custodian of the supply chain—responsible for making and packaging 

physical product as well as supplying services, including delivery and repair of 

the goods and services. Clearly, HRM is a partner with POM in success or failures 

along the supply chain. We should not overlook the fact that HRM hires the 

P/OM management team albeit in conjunction with the existing P/OM team. 

 



Forecasting Supply to Meet Global Demand  

Contact and service personnel such as retail sales people, waiters, TV installers, 

etc. can affect customers’ demands. The higher priced garment, more expensive 

bottle of wine and enhanced digital service can be the result of customers’ 

interactions with the service system. In both proactive and reactive selling 

systems, forecasting demand is essential for supply chain planners to schedule 

production. HRM can assist schedulers to make better forecasts because they 

understand the needs and wants of the customers. 

 

In some proactive demand systems, HRM can help influence demand levels. As a 

result, POM and HRM together can help to formulate strategies about what to do 

strategically. Which products should be pushed because they provide maximum 

profit margins and returns on investments?   

 

The scope of the supply chain can be enormous spanning many countries and time 

periods. Vendors upstream ship materials to their producers who are downstream.  

The downstream producers use these materials to produce goods and services that 

are delivered to retail stores and their customers even further downstream. The 

retail marketing systems include stores, direct mail and e-mail on the Internet.  

 

Supply attempts to match demand at every stage throughout the system. Ability to 

forecast demands in an accurate way is critical. Oversupply is measurably 



wasteful as investments without quick turnover for reasonable return rates. 

Undersupply is also measurable as a loss of sales, and customer loyalty.  

 

Understanding what buyers think they will need is helpful. Good communication 

between suppliers and buyers is a supply chain essential. Mutual understanding is 

necessary for accurate forecasting.  HRM is responsible for hiring and developing 

the kind of people that understand these issues and create the circumstances for 

good communication. 

 

Complex Scope of the Supply Chain to Meet Global Demand  

In many instances there are complex networks of miners, drillers, middlemen 

suppliers, service providers, fabricators, assemblers, distributors, wholesalers, 

transporters, storage providers and wholesalers, retailers, and millions of ultimate 

consumers. With this perspective in mind, the demand-supply chain is the matrix 

of process connections from which any company’s business model originates and 

develops. When the network is restricted to regional participants, the task is 

simple. When the network is global, the task is very complex and demanding.   

 

Global transportation and communication expand supply chain geography. As a 

result, a multiplicity of locations, languages, and cultures must be understood and 

managed. Global supply chains have a large number of diverse participants that 

must act in concert which poses a greater challenge than regional supply chains. 

 



In general, the breadth of international operations provides an unexpectedly great 

number of choices that can be exercised by buyers with respect to suppliers. Often 

there are many potential suppliers for each item that a buyer wishes to procure. 

Buyers seek protection against a single supplier failure. Accordingly, more than 

one supplier is designated, and this further enlarges the system to be managed. 

HRM choices for excellent purchasing agents will differ across cultures. Finding 

purchasing agents who can work together is a significant challenge.   

 

Complex systems interlink suppliers to suppliers such as energy for agriculture. 

Many suppliers are also producers. Miners of bauxite and copper add value by the 

extraction process and the shipments that they arrange for a variety of customers.  

 

Analysis of actual supply chains reveals cascades of materials, cash flows (in 

different currencies), and information flows (in various languages) moving 

between interacting suppliers, producers and customers. Often, demand starts with 

raw materials that are grown, mined, or pumped, and shipped to factories where 

producers transform these (raw) materials into parts, components, and, eventually, 

into finished goods that are delivered to customers.  

 

To grow food, cut trees, mine metals, make, and deliver products, supply chain 

participants require energy derived from fuels that frequently have been pumped 

from seabed platforms to tankers that call at refineries which then transport the 

processed fuels by pipelines to factories and office buildings. HRM has team 



building requirements to match up an incredible array of occupations, knowledge, 

and skill sets. 

 

Although supply chains are similar in a generic sense, what they transform and 

transport requires unique management skills. It is a great challenge to hire, train, 

and motivate competent people with such special skills. Locating and hiring 

people with good combinations of specific-to-industry detailed knowledge as well 

as generic managerial supply chain skills is required of human resource managers. 

Once hired, HR continues to train, and retain people with such valuable skills.   

 

Outsourcing Decisions: Materials and Money Flow through these Value 

Chains—and so does Information  

To appreciate the full scope of global supply chain management, it is important to 

focus on the fact that supply chains carry more than materials. Money and 

information are flowing too which leads to calling supply and demand chains 

“value chains.” Materials flow downstream while cash flows upstream. Profits 

derived from revenues minus costs are incurred along the entire chain of supply 

and demand. Essential information accompanies all of the flows. HRM hires must 

have familiarity with financial, engineering, and management information 

systems. When such knowledge is lacking, HRM training picks up the slack. 

  

Sourcing that reaches across national boundaries is called global outsourcing. In 

any country engaging in global outsourcing, there will be heartfelt criticism of job 



being exported. Because transportation around the globe is relatively inexpensive, 

fast and easy to arrange, and communication is instantaneous, few brakes exist on 

global outsourcing.  

 

However, an interesting question arises. Would the HRM department hire the 

people that are recipients of outsourced funds?  Quite often the answer would be 

no.  Careful interviewing calls into question the methods presently used to award 

outsourcing contracts.  

 

The major motivation for outsourcing is short term revenue maximization. If trust, 

flexibility, and company loyalty are considered, outsourcing decisions begin to 

swing back to in-house sourcing. Also, quality has not been uniformly controlled. 

Some long-term effects of outsourcing are deleterious to profit sustainability. This 

leads to consideration of greater involvement for HRM in outsourcing decisions. 

In any case, outsourcing poses many specific problems for both HRM and P/OM 

that are best faced together.  

 

Profitable supply chains are strong value-adding chains. Supply chains with many 

materials sitting and waiting for something to happen are low on value-adding. 

Competent supply chain managers abhor the wasted time and investment that are 

associated with low-level, value-adding supply chains. High-level value-adding is 

hard to accomplish at a distance in an unfamiliar cultural setting. If nothing else, 



outsourcing invokes pipelines of inventory being transported from place to place 

and adding no value in the process.  

 

Materials actively undergoing quality-controlled transformations associated with 

fabrication, assembly, finishing, transportation and distribution are candidates for 

high margin returns on investments. Output qualities are dependent on the quality 

of input materials, labor skills, equipment capabilities, management knowledge, 

and proper planning. High supply chain productivity is achieved when all links in 

the chain are producing high volumes of quality outputs with cost-efficient inputs.   

 

Waiting is Anathema to Some While for Others, Patience is a Virtue 

Bottlenecks in supply chains diminish throughput rates, creating queues of work 

waiting for service. Parts wait for a machine; products wait for a truck to transport 

them to a required location; people wait for service at the cable company, or they 

are on line waiting at a favorite restaurant for a table. Waiting is anathema to the 

realization of productive supply chain systems. Some waiting of work-in-process 

(WIP) is considered normal in job shops and batch work systems, but the less the 

better.  

 

There should be very little work waiting and less every day if the supply chain is 

well-managed. Waiting in global supply chains is often hidden by dint of distance 

and management spread too thinly. Waiting in flow shops signals serious trouble. 



The managers of automobile assembly plants and continuous processing systems 

such as refineries and plastic producers do not tolerate stoppages and bottlenecks.  

 

Supply chains are particularly vulnerable to unexpected delays anywhere along 

the entire raw materials to finished goods and services processing system. For 

example, a delivery delay can stop a production system. While conducting a 

survey at a natural gas refinery, the author was asked to wait (five hours) while an 

out-of-stock gasket had to be flown in from a distance of several hundred miles.   

 

The cost of this outage was in the millions of dollars since the refinery was forced 

to reduce its production output substantially while waiting for the replacement 

part. Managers thought there were several of the critical gaskets in stock because 

the computer records said so. The problem was that the gaskets in stock had been 

mislabeled. They did not fit where they were needed in the pipeline. Critical items 

in the supply chain (such as these gaskets) produce exorbitant penalties when a 

stock outage occurs. Well-trained supply chain managers would double check on 

critical item inventories. They would also recheck from time to time. HRM helps 

to train supply chain managers. The training should reflect careful collaboration 

between HRM and P/OM, but can this be accomplished all over the globe? 

 

In some cultures, being on time is essential whereas in other cultures, being 

patient is more highly valued. Some managers pride themselves on being 

bottlenecks. “Nothing gets done unless I see it and pass on it” may seem to some 



like a responsible management position and to others a misuse of ability to assign 

authority to others so that the decision process is expedited and line balanced.  

There needs to be cooperation between HRM and P/OM in handling such matters. 

 

Dealing with Lead Time Delays 

Throughout the supply chain, the expected time between placing an order for 

replenishing some item and the scheduled in-stock delivery time is called the lead 

time. The same applies to placing an order for service and the starting time of that 

service. When a flat tire, a ruptured oil transport pipeline, or a plane grounded for 

weather conditions occurs, there is a delivery delay. Parts of the system may be 

shut down waiting for the shipment to arrive. Sometimes it is possible to switch to 

alternative activities while waiting for delivery completions. More often, delays 

lead to out-of-stock situations producing ordering anomalies as described below. 

 

First, however, it is important to note that flat tires, ruptured pipes and bad flying 

weather are statistically predictable events. P/OM knows how to deal with such 

statistical events, or does it. The method increases lead time a predictable amount 

to account for the not-unexpected variability. In other words, an additional time 

buffer is allowed for delivery. Another approach exists which is used by managers 

that could be called “intervention.” It is not part of what is normally considered an 

academic analysis. Namely, Mary picks up the phone and tells Bill at the trucking 

company to send another shipment in a new truck “as a favor to her.”  

 



What can be accomplished by human intervention based on trust and friendship is 

startling, yet it has not been a fashionable (nor accepted) part of  management 

theory. P/OM is not likely to do the research required to understand the role of 

inventive human relationship solutions to all kinds of problems. It is more likely 

that the HRM field can chart a course into this relationship aspect of problem 

resolution. It is quite evident that cross-cultural considerations would play a 

significant part in dealing with global supply chains. The non-technical and 

human aspect of creative relationships embodied in the saying “Where there’s a 

will there’s a way” may not be attributed as an HRM maxim but it surely is more 

characteristic of HRM than of P/OM.  

 

Unexpected changes in demand levels can distort normal supply chain ordering 

patterns resulting in costly oscillations of inventory levels. This is known as “the 

bullwhip” effect which is best described as amplified oscillations of the out-of-

stock condition followed by the over-stock condition. The pattern is apt to repeat. 

 

For example, when demand is unexpectedly high for a particular brand of beer, 

then throughout the supply chain, that brand of beer is requested by retailers. At 

first, out-of-stock conditions occur at the retailer. They then move to distribution 

centers. Finally, the factory ramps up the production rate under great pressure 

from the downstream supply chain partners. 

 



The result is too much of that brand of beer in the factory and in the pipeline. The 

over-stock condition leads to reduced orders at every level in the supply chain. 

The correction overshoots the mark and shortages start to result again.  

 

The cause of the initial increase in demand must be analyzed and information 

provided about the persistence of this cause. The under-stock and over-stock 

situations may be avoidable with such information. Both too little stock on hand 

to meet demand and too much stock on hand waiting for orders are costly to most 

of the participants in the value chain.  Improved communication among all 

participants is one of the well-known and highly touted solutions to the bullwhip 

effect. 

 

Supply chain distortions are often demonstrated by The Beer Game which was 

developed at MIT in the 1960s. It was designed to show the advantage of 

integrated communication between demanders and suppliers. Shared information 

assists in taking corrective actions to prevent bullwhip effects from occurring. 

HRM can bring the personal touch to this situation. P/OM has championed the 

integrated communication links without knowing how to achieve them. HRM 

knows how to achieve them without know what content to communicate. The 

benefits of the HRM and P/OM partnership are truly evident.  

 

Global supply chains present additional problems. Making sure that information is 

shared between geographically dispersed partners who speak different languages 



is a feat in itself. When hiring is done by HR departments in different companies 

with headquarters in various countries, the coordination requirements transcend 

traditional solutions. Innovation by HR departments is required to bridge the gap 

and to marry global supply chain partners in a common goal. 

 

Success of Service-System Supply Chains Depends on HRM Knowledge 

Management of Human Resource Potentials 

Opportunities exist in service-system supply chains where it has been shown that 

customer loyalty at the downstream terminus of the supply chain is a function of 

employee satisfaction with their upstream jobs. This is particularly true when 

strong contacts prevail between producers and their customers. Surprisingly, this 

relationship between employees and customers in the supply chain continues to be 

unnoticed by many bureaucrats or organizational traditionalists who do not view 

employees as having any power to help companies succeed in their marketplace.  

 

Employee contacts with customers, in organizations such as UPS, FedEx Kinko’s, 

Starbucks, Southwest Airlines, Chick-fil-A®, and Taco Bell, are used to enhance 

the brand loyalty of their customers. Articles and books on the “service-profit 

chain” (Heskett, 1994) have cited clear empirical evidence that loyal employees 

generate conditions that enhance customer loyalty. This reflexive phenomenon is 

called the mirror of satisfaction.  It is critical that HRM departments master the 

vital concept that satisfied employees are influential in creating loyal customers. 

This includes empowerment of employees to correct and redress service failures. 



Working with P/OM, research by HRM is warranted along the lines of employee 

empowerment.  

 

Design for Re-Use  

Supply chain studies have shown that with increasing frequency, materials are 

flowing back to their origins for rehabilitation and reuse. This re-manufacturing 

function is likely to be one of the most challenging requirements for supply chain 

managers in the next two decades. The reverse supply chain (RSC) is concerned 

with the logistics of returning (used up) customer purchases to their producers for 

reclamation or disposal. RSC includes reuse, rework, and recycling. Various 

industries employ different terms—such as reconditioning, re-creating, refreshing, 

refurbishing, rejuvenating, remanufacturing, renewing, renovating, restoring, and 

revamping (in alpha order). The words in languages other than English to convey 

the same ideas are worthy of study by P/OM and HRM managers of international 

companies.  

 

HRM may have to interpret cultural norms for reuse as well as legal precedents. 

In global supply chains, materials to be returned may have crossed many country 

borders with various taxes and tariffs. The reverse trip can entail a similar variety 

of jurisdictions with people rendering decisions about the legalities of this or that. 

HRM may have to bring understanding to the table about customs and taxation 

courts (e.g., value-added taxes) and currency valuations. To some it may seem 



that reverse supply chains are “carrying coals to Newcastle.” Education may be 

required to show that there are significant economic and environmental benefits. 

 

The pressure for RSC-thinking stems from legislation aimed at protecting the 

environment. It also arises when companies realize that smart design permits 

economically beneficial reuse of materials. Geographic differences exist. Europe 

is “greener” than the U.S.A. but some parts of U.S. industry are moving rapidly.  

 

U.S.A. companies in autos and computers have developed impressive records of 

achievement. Eventually, home appliances such as refrigerators and washing 

machines, TV sets, furniture, and hot water heaters will be returned to producers, 

as much as paper products and glass (which are presently the leaders in recycling 

in the U.S.A.).  HRM departments may need to instruct P/OM about how to best 

deal with customers and employees with regard to recycling and remanufacturing 

items e,g,, made in China, used in California, and recycled to Canada.  

 

Supply Chain Security 

Supply chain security has become an issue of great importance. At airports in the 

U.S.A., the TSA (Transportation Security Agency) examines carry-on luggage 

and increasingly scans shipped-through luggage. The safety and security of ports 

for ships and planes will continue to be part of the supply chain story until our 

ports are no longer as vulnerable to terrorists as they are now.  

 



This is also a global story. The lack of cooperation of one port with all others is 

the weak link in the chain that determines the strength of the entire chain.  

Cooperation between people of different cultures and languages is essential to 

port security. As an example, officials of the city of New Orleans, the state of 

Louisiana, the U.S.A. Federal Government, could not find the mechanisms for 

cooperation when the hurricane Katrina devastated the city in 2005. And they all 

spoke (almost) the same language. Hopefully, HRM has its sights on the elements 

that foster cooperation.  

 

The attitudes of the security people have a great deal to do with their success. This 

has been evident in the TSA training at the airports. Success of security functions 

is dependent upon more than the methods, operations, and technology used by 

security. Success is determined by the manners of the human inspectors of human 

beings.  

 

Relying upon inspection alone is unrealistic. Shipment volumes through supply 

chain are too enormous. Instead, new technologies are emerging at an incredible 

rate to monitor cargo transfers. RFID (radio frequency identification) is becoming 

increasingly powerful as a developing ability to spot the “what” and “where” for 

all kinds of shipments. Global computer system controls will continue to improve 

capabilities to monitor systems for anomalies which are indicators for action. In 

spite of this, “intelligence” which leads to crucial tips is so important that HRM 

should consider its role as insuring the operation of “friendly intelligence.” 



 

RFIID can be intrusive. That has been one of the concerns of this new technology 

from the beginning. Some airport screening equipment has been faulted for being 

invasive. When the inspection function is human inspectors inspecting fellow 

humans, the need for tact is enormous. HRM can teach tact to people carefully 

selected to have that capacity. P/OM has not been schooled in such niceties.  
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